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A new approach to the asymptotic normality of simple linear rank sta-

tistics for the regression case studied earlier by Hajek (1968) is provided
along with the estimation of the remainder term in the approximation to
normality.

1. Introduction and summary. Let X1, ..*, Xn be independent random vari-

ables having continuous cdf's (cumulative distribution functions) Fl(x), ...,

F"(x) respectively. Consider a statistic Sn = s(Xl, ..., X") with ES_ = 0 and
ES,2 < 0o. Then, to prove the asymptotic normality of Sn (as n -> oo), Hajek

(1968) uses the method of projection which gives to the statistic S", the approximation of the form

(1 l l) n= =1E[Sn I Xi]
Consider now the simple linear rank statistic Sn introduced by Hajek (1962,
1968)

(1.2) Sn = E= cj{f(Rjln) - E[0b(R,/n)]}
where the c's are known constants, R, is the rank of X, among
and 0p(.) is a score generating function defined on (0, 1). Hajek (1962)
Hajek-Sidak (1967)] established the asymptotic normality of Sn in (1.2) under

the assumption that the F, are contiguous, e.g., when F,(x) = F(x - Ad"i) wher
A is the unknown parameter and the d's are the known constants. Later on
Hajek (1968) studied the asymptotic normality of S. for the general F,(x) (the
noncontiguous case). Under the setup of Hajek (1962), Jureckova and Puri
(1975), referred to hereafter as JP, studied the problem of determining the rate

of convergence of the cdf of S. to the limiting normal cdf and established it of
order O(N-i+a) for a > 0. In this paper we not only give a new approach to the
asymptotic normality of Sn for the general F, (i.e., not necessarily contiguous)

but improve the results of JP in providing a sharper bound (for the general F,'s).

In the passing, we may also mention that whereas JP requires 0b to have a

bounded fourth derivative, here we only require the boundedness of the second
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derivative. Furthermore whereas this paper gives more explicit error bounds
than the JP paper, the latter gives more information on the limiting behavior

of ES,, and Var S,,.
We now introduce some notations. We define 0b(.) = 0 outside (0, 1). Then,
we can use the supremum norm

(1.3) 11011 = supte ( .,) k01(t)I
Set

(1.4) Pi = Ri/n, pii = E[piIXj , u(x)= 1 if x _ 0
and u(x) = 0 otherwise.
Then

(1.5) Ri = E1 u(Xi-XX).
In this paper, we shall deal with the following approximation of Sn,.

(1.6) Tn= I 1 c{b(pii) - E[V(pii)] + (pi -Pii)(Pii)} 9
assuming that sb' exists on (0, 1) and

(1.7) Tn = Ej >E[T I XjI.
Since E[(p% - pii)0'(pii)] = 0, it follows that

(1.8) tn = Y.A1 ci{(pii) - E[Sb(pii)] + j E[(pi - pii)(pii) I XjJ}
Let H, G,, and G^,, be the cdf's of S,, T. and T, respectively, and put

(1.9) l2 = E[S.2], S2 = Et2] r2r 1 E 2r r >0.
n

Then our theorems are the following:
THEOREM 1.1. If sb has a derivative on (0, 1) then

(1. 10) I Icn(Q*) -'(*)II < 4C[211cP113 + IIV"1131] llcil3S.
$(x) = (27r)- SXOe-t2/2dt
where C is the constant in Berry-Esseen's inequality (Zolotarev (1967) gives the
approximation 0.9051). Further,
(I. 11) is" an|rl < C10||01 | + ||59 ||)rn,l

with an absolute constant C1, provided Of" exists o

THEOREM 1.2. If 0 has a second order derivativ
integers n and r such that n-1r3 < @
( 1 * 1 2~(D() I n3n) ( )ll < 4C(2110113 + 1 10t1113)

+ C21[Sn ,(|1b|I1 + |k1bII)rF
where C2 is an absolute constant.

REMARK. If the ci are chosen such that icil < a/ni with constant a for all
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i and n, then

rFl < a/ni

and for r = [log n], [rrF n]2r/(2r+l) < a(log n) n-(l + 0(1/log n)).

Note that (3 -1c, is invariant and thus also n is invariant under the trans-

formation ci ? rc,, i = 1, 2, *
2. Some lemmas.

LEMMA 2.1. For any positive integers r and n, 2r < n, we have

(2.1) E[(p - pi)2r] < b(r)n-r
with

(2.2) b(r) _ n-r E r= t)( (2r)2(2r! -t2r-2t
2-3t
2t)!
and for n-1r3 < i

(2.3) b(r) < 2-3r (2r)! [1 + 8n1lr3]
r!

PROOF. By (1.4) we obtain

Pi-Pi =i n- i [u(Xi - Xj)F(Xi)].
By the polynomial theorem we then get

(2.4) E[(pi - pii)2r] = n-2r z (2r)! E fll [u(i - Xj) -F(Xi)]-B,
5 +* + sn = 2r .

We claim that any term in this sum is equal to zero if s

Indeed we find that the conditional expection of the product with respect to all

Xj, j l jo is equal to O if s60 = 1. Hence we have only to regard terms with
Si = 0 or > 2 for any j, and there can be at most t < r exponents s, different
from 0. If sj 2 2, j = 1, 2, ... , t, s, = O for j > t, i > t we obtain, observing
that

lu(X - Xi) -Fj(Xi)l < 1

1~~~~~

(2.5) E[JJ.=j [u(X, - Xi) - F5(X,)]8a < E fj=j [u(X - X) -Fj()]2
= E[J=j [Fj(X) - F2(X)]] < 4-t
This inequality remains true for all permutations of the indices 1, ** , n. Put

(2.6) T(t) = (2rl+..+8t=27;8d2,,=1,..t !(2r)!
Since t indices out of n - 1 indices can be chosen in (Is-') different ways we
obtain from (2.4) through (2.6),

(2.7) E[(pi - pii)r]< n-2r Er=l (n t 1)r(t)4-t
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We claim that

(2.8) T(t) ? (2r)!
-(t 2-tt2r-2t
(2r - 2t)!
Indeed, differentiating the identity

(t=lyj)2r = Z81+...+s =27 (2r)! ! ly.8i
twice with respect to all y, and then putting all y, equal to 1, we obtain

(2r)! t(2r-2t) = X 8l+..+8t=27;86?2,i=i...t ii;=j s (2r)!

(2r - 2t)!Si..St

Now using (2.7) and (2.8), we get (2. 1) and (2.2). We now estimate b(r) further,
mainly for use when n and r are large. Put r - t = u. Then we can write
(2.9) b(r) < 2-3r 3 -1 k(u)

with

k(u) = n-"(2r)! (r - u)2 2
(r - u)! (2u)!
Particularly

k(O) - (2r)! k(l) < 4n-1 r3 . (2r)!
and for u > 1

k(u +1) = -n1(1 1 \2u -3 (r - u -1)2
k(u)

r

-u

(2u

+

1)(2u

+

2)

< 2n-r3 < 2 for n'r3 < -4
Hence

b(r) ? 2""3r . (2r)! [1 + 8n"'r 3]

( )- r! [ ]!

for n-'r3 < 3.

LEMMA 2.2. For any positive integers r and n, 2r < n, we have

(2.10) E(T. - jt)2r < c(r) I b I 12,rr 2
if 0' exists on (0, 1), and if b" exists on (0, 1)

(2.11) E[(Sn - T,)2f] < b(2r)II1b"IIj2,r]F2r
(2.12) E[(Sn - T)2r] ? d(r, nb)Fn?7
with

b(2r) _ n-2r 2rt(tl (4r) !_ t4,-2t *2-3t
(4r - 2 t)!

c(r) :5, 22rn-2r t2r=l( 4) t4r-2t .2-t

d <t=, (ts) (4r - 2t)!

d(r, 0b) ? [[b(2r)]"'2,rIII"'I + [c(r)]1/27111,PII]27r
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Further we have the estimates

(2.13) b(2r) < 2-6r (4r)! [1 + 26n-'r3]
(2r)!

for 23n-rr3 < 3
__4,

(2.14) c(r) < (4r)! [1 + 23n-'r3] for n'r3 < .
(2r)!

REMARK. By Stirling's approximation of the r-function we have

(4r)! < 26+ ir2 (exp -2r) exp 48
(2r)! = 48r
PROOF. By (1.6) and (1.8) we get

(2.15) T -Tn = E=i cs{(pi - pjj)0b'(pj) - E X6=1; j*i E[(pi -pjj)01(pj) I XJ1
and for j # i

(2.16) E[(pi - pjj)5'(pjj)|X,] = -n j E{[u(Xi - Xk) - Fk(X%)]0'(pii) I X,}
- 1 E[u(Xi
- Xj) - Fj(Xj)]b'(pjj) I Xj]
n

(PsPti(0'Pts =1E%jn [u(Xi -Xj) -Fj(Xj)]0 (pj ),

since the conditional expectations in the sum are zero for j # k, i. Now using
the relation

(pi - p0)0b(p0 n = - uA3 ,
and noting that

E[(pi- pj)0'(pjj) I Xj = 0
we obtain from (2.15)

(2.17) Tn- n= x=1 E i Ci ij
with

(2.18) V,j = [u(Xi - Xj) -Fj(X)]'(pjj)
Clearly

- E{[u(Xj - Xj) - Fj(Xj)]0b'(pjj)jX,}

(2.19) E[VijlXj]=0, E[VIjlX]=0.
By the polynomial theorem we get

(2.20) E[(Tn - TO)2] - n c3 Vt,]2t

n= 2 (2r)! E {ffl fl%j (ci Vi5)s
t=1 II,l"'i (si,j!) H=Il+( j}

where the sum should be taken over terms corresponding to different vector

solutions {sij}, i] j = 1, . * * n, j # i of the equation

(2.21) J , s = 2r .
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The expectation

(2.22) Effj'=1 fIj"+, Vt j8ij]

is equal to 0 for some vector solutions of (2.21j since (2.
only to regard those solutions for which the expectation (2.22) is not equal to 0.

We say that sij gives the contribution sij to the sum (2.21) from each of the
indices i and j. Hence according to this notation an index k gives the contribution

(2.23) g(k) = A *k Skj + a Z7*k Sjk

to the sum (2.21). By conditioning with respect to all X
that the expectation (2.22) is equal to 0 if k gives the contribution I to the sum

(2.21), i.e., if Ski = 1 for exactly one index j # k, and Sjk = 0 for j # k or
Sjk = 1 for exactly one j and Skj = 0 for j # k.
The sum on the right-hand side of (2.20) can be divided into partial sums
as follows. Let C be a collection of different positive integers belonging to the

set 1, *. * , 2r, say C = (1, 2, * * *, t). Let Ec consist of all terms in (2.20) corresponding to the vector solutions of (2.21) such that

(a) sij = 0 if not both i and j belong to C;
(b) for any k e C the contribution to the sum (2.21) is larger than -. Note
that C can contain at most 2r different integers since every k e C gives at least

the contribution 1 to the sum (2.21). Clearly partial sums Ecl and c2 contain
no common terms if C1 # C,. Consider now the expectation
E[HIt=j HI ji (ci Vtj)8ij]

where the i and j belong to the collection C. Note that siq may be equal to 0
for some pairs (i, j). By H6lder's inequality we get, using the fact that IV jl <=
211 VI1I

(2.24) JE fjI=j fIj+, (ci Vij)8i,;| <fL fI1 Ijo, lcil8ijjE[( Vij)2r]18ij/2r
< 22,rl loll 12,r f it1 IC 8t,

where

(2.25) s, = j=i S, E=jsi = 2r.
The partial sum corresponding to C is then estimated by

(2.26) ~ ~ t (2r)!

(2.26) jCH t S) (2 2,llo,ll2,r u= Cils
Note that (2r)!/Tl=j fTIttj (sij)! is an integer. Hence we have

N(t) = E (2C )

terms i a cm (sih)!

terms in the class C which are estimated by (2.24). Let 125 be the s
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in (2.23) which belong to some class C cont

5.*S*,St) in (2.26) be given, 0?=j1?2< .s * * , Si = 2r. Then ac-

cording to the symmetry the set C@t contains a sum of terms, each estimated

(2.27) 22|br |2r [Ift= I Ck. 8i

where (k1 ... k,) is any combination of numbers 1, 2, *.*, n to
in any order within this class. Let the number of terms in Ct

(si, s* ..., St) as above be n(t) and the sum of terms (2.27)
S2 . . . St) be A(sj, s2, *. . , St). (Note that n(t) depends on sl ** , st.) Then,

since A(sj, *, st) is a symmetrical function

(2.28) A(S s .., St) - n(t)!,2 211 ,112r IIiii1= l Sil
where ' is the sum all terms belonging to all permutations of the numbers

1, 2, ***, n. By H6lder's inequality we get, observing that

IC Si = [C2r]st/2r t Si 2

(2.29) c2 sIt l|k|8 It 1 z 2t8/2r
and here

I c2r _n ! 2r

' Ck = - k iC2n
Hence we obtain by (2.28) and (2.29)

A(sj, s2, *.., S<) ? 22r IIb,II2r * n(t) * ? Or=1 ci2.
n

Since <@t contains (tn)N(t) terms we then find that 2@t gives at most the contribution

f2 2r III, I 12r(f")N(t) . 1
n

to the right-hand side of (2.20). Putting
J72r ~ c2-r F >0,
rnr E= L= c i X In
n

and regarding the sets ;t for t = 1, 2, .**, 2r, we obtain from (2.20) that

(2.30) E[(T, - T_)2] < 22rn "2rII b2I r I F;t= (t)N(t)
We estimate N(t) in the following way. Consider the identity

(2.31) = 1 = X X2 (2r))! fl f (xii
If an index k gives the contribution 2 1 to the sum (2.21), i.e., to the sum

E =Zji si =2r,
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then the double product
IIM= 1 rj t I , (Xi X*)i sj

contains xk as factor at least in the power 2. Hence differentiating the identity

twice with respect to each x1, k = 1, 2 ... t and then putting all x,, equal to I
we get the inequality

(2.32) 21N(t) < lt a2 -t- Es )2}

aXk Xk=l,k=1,2.- .t

The right-hand side, however, is at most equal to

(2.33) L k. ((,=j2
X4r| - (4r)! t4r-2t
aXk ~~Xk=1,k=1* 99* t (4r - 2t)!
( * ) tIk= 1 (Z- i

Combining (2.30), (2.32) and (2.33), we get
E[(T,n - T")2r] ? (r)ftkI12,rr72Lr
with

c(r) 22n2 t= t) (4r)! t4r-2t .2-t
r2r
I__~4I-2
Is Ci 12,r
sr -We estimate c(r) exactly in the same way as we have estimated b(r) in Lemma
2.1 and then obtain for u = 2r - t

c(r) < Er"-1 k(u)

with

k(u) n-u (4r)! (2r-U)2u . 2
(2u)! (2r - u)!

Hence

k(O) =(4r))! k(l) < n-I * (2r)3 (4r)!
(2r)! ~~~~~~(2r)!
and for u I I

k(u + 1) < 4nlr3 < for n-,r3 < .
k(u)

Hence for n-r3 ? <

c(r) < (4r)! [1 + 8n-1r3].
(2r)! L
Thus we have proved (2.13) and (2.14) of the lemma.

It follows by the definition of T. that
with

- 7Tn = T I cj[j -E(i)]
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E[(Sn - T_)2r] < n2r-' 2 =1 CiI2E[(~i -Etjr]
and by Lemma 2.1

E[(i _- E(ti))2r] < 22TrE[i2r] < 1101p112rE[(pi - pij)4r] < n-2rb(2r)llY'lP2r.
Thus we get (2.1 1)

E[(S - T,)2r] < b(2r)rnr.
By Minkovski's inequality we obtain (2.12) from (2.10) and (2.11)

E1[2Sr - tS)2r] < El/2[(S,- T,)2r] + El/2r[(T - tf.]2r
LEMMA 2.3. tTn = 7 1j _ with independent random variables

(i) ni = cj{f(p(pj) -E[(pjj)])

+ I Ej cj[E(u(Xi - X,) - Fj(Xj))0/'(pii) I X,]
n

Further,

(ii) z ,j [El f ' < 4[21 1'1 13 + 11I9113'3} z - 1I C 13
PROOF. We get the representation (i) by (2.16). Using well-known inequalities

l(a + b)31 < 4[lal3 + lbi3] I(Xz=1 ai)31 < n2 E=1 jai 3
we obtain

E[l:Pn'jX 3] < 4lc,l3E[l[0(p,,)]- E((pjj)13]n + 4E nj Ici13110b'1l3.
Here

E[lb(pjj) - E[O(pjj)]13] < 21101IE(O(pjj) -E((pjj))2.
Thus we get (ii).
3. Proofs of the theorems.

(a) PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. (1.10) follows from Berry-Esseen's inequality
and Lemma 2.3 and (1.11) from Lemma 2.2 (2.12).
(b) PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. For h > 0 we get

(3.1) P[Sn < ? x] < P(Sn < x, ISl - T,I < hS,n) + P[jS,,- > h3
< P[T" < 3-.(x + h)] + P[lS.,- tni > ha-,].
Applying Theorem 1.1 we get

(3.2) P[tn < Sn(x + h)] < (D(x + h) + 4C(21jj9bj3 + jj0b'j3) * z-1 jc43a,j3.
Here

(3.3) (D(x + h) ? 'D(x) + jj'D'(x)ll = ID(x) + (2h).
By Chebyshev's inequality and the inequality (2.12) of Lemma 2.2 we get

(3.4) P[lSn - ?t, > hSn] < d(r, Fb)r 27(h3")-2r.
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Now we choose n such that

h2 __ = d(r, Fp)r2r (hS,)-2r
i.e.,

(3.5) h = [(27r)ld(r, O)S4-2rr2r]l/(2r+l)
It follows by Lemma 2.2, (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14), and the remark made after
Lemma 2.2 that for n-'r3 < 3

=8

[d(r, 09)]1/2r < C'r(l1'II + 11k"'I1)

with an absolute constant C'. Then it follows by (3.4) and (3.5) that
2h i + d(r, pb)Fr,tr(h,) -2r ? C2[< ,1(,'ll + I lS5"11)r ,,]2,r/'2+l'
By (3.1)-(3.6) we get the inequality (1.12) in one direction. It follows for the
other direction in the same way.
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